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“SAVE THE EARTH”
Message to The World
By Akanksha Prayasvin Patel
At “On The Spot Drawing Competition”

We are immensely pleased to present this
special issue of EL WAVES with the theme….
THEN & NOW. This issue will bring back the
memories of the past- THEN, coming into the
present – NOW and moving into the - BRIGHT
FUTURE.
We will take you through the journey of
the….’ Then & Now’ scenario of technology,
infrastructure, equipment and happenings.
How a visionary, Shri B.I.Patel maneuver
and crossed over tough waters to reach
a certain stable state and later Shri Prayasvin
patel, who ably managed to multiply the scales
and heights of achievement to put Elecon Group
on the SKY LINES of the industrial horizon, where
ELECON is an ‘ ICON ‘ today.
On behalf of our team, I express my
gratitude to management for giving us the
inspiration, guidance and encouragement right
from concept to completion of this exclusive
issue of El Waves.
What you will leaf through is the
documentation of …..THEN & NOW.
- Paresh Vyas
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MESSAGE FROM CMD
Sea of Changes
Elecon Engineering Company Limited was
established in the year 1951. Since then Elecon
has waded through a sea of ‘Changes; naturally, as
today it is 57 years old company. (In earlier days it
was know as The Milling Trading Company).

it touch five thousand crores within the next ten
years if not earlier.

Hardly a few know that Elecon had the third and
final attempt to start a Material Handling Company
after World War II, as the first two attempts by other
companies failed & they went into bankruptcy.
Elecon, which stands for ELEvators & CONveyors
was originally a partnership company between
the Shahs of Konel Corporation (a conveyor
company which wound up) & the Patels of
Milling Trading Co. Elecon started with packaging
tiny conveyors for pharmaceuticals companies to
the present times of 20,000 tonnes per hour
conveyors which are among the largest capacity
conveyors in the world at Neyveli Lignite Corporation.

As we grow larger, the organization structures will
go through drastic changes with changes in
managerial responsibilities for almost all of us.
Recently, our new projects like the windmill gear
box unit, windmill unit, Madhubhan Resort & Spa,
are progressing very rapidly with an over all outlay
of 200 crores. There are more projects envisaged
but would be started once these have completed
and have started rolling. These will be the projects
of tomorrow for the coming generations, to take
over the baton & continue a legacy that started six
decades ago.

Similarly, our first computer installed at Elecon had
a large memory capacity for those days of 128KB
to absorb our entire accounts, while today’s mobile
phones have five to seven times more memory.
It is also amazing that the land area that
Shri. Bhanubhai had reserved for expansion and
new developments of the future, seemed
infinitely large then. But now all of them have been
consumed in just three years of recent expansion.
For our future expansions apart from buying land
in the vicinity, we are on the verge of buying 100
acres of land near Savli, Vadodara also.
Elecon group started with a turnover of a few
thousand rupees ‘Then’ which has reached ‘Now’,
almost fifteen hundred crores & I would like to see

Prayasvin Patel
CMD - Elecon Engineering Co. Ltd.
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There are lots of facts & figures of these kinds which
amaze us when we compare our yesteryears.

All the happiness for Dashera & Diwali celebration
from myself & my family.

MESSAGE FROM CEO
Change is ‘NOW’
The year 2007-2008 for EMTICI group of companies
has seen one of the fastest growth in its history of
the days since ‘THEN’, when its branches around
the country operated with their own independent
systems in place and practically very little input
from the head office.

When an important change is made by the
top management, the visionary, also needs
complimentary skills from members of its staff, the
real tactical doers, of these Changes. They have to
be the Change makers, as Change is eternal
That change is ‘NOW’, not ‘THEN’, not ‘WHEN’.

But ‘NOW’, a click of a mouse gives you a single
window into the operations of the 15 branches Best wishes for Dashera and Diwali celebrations
EMTICI has all over India. The branches are now
well connected and on the same page, at the same
time from anywhere in India with the head office.
Planning various works for routine coordination
mainly of sales and marketing, site operations and
collections.
With centralised policies and procedures, the
growth ‘NOW’ is easily manageable and more
efficiently with today’s technology, than the ‘THEN‘
methodology.
With CRC, our ‘Centralised Resource Cell’ in place,
three years after the inception, comes a time to
accept gracefully this as a very big Change in our
group. CRC was a vision I had and with vision one
needs action to identify the targets and the goals
to be achieved with a follow thru, despite all the
hurdles and challenges ahead. Most big Changes
have to be made with ‘ideas’ and ‘guts’ to be
carried over very fast and thru many challenging
times.

Taruna Patel
CEO - EMTICI Engineering Ltd.
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MESSAGE FROM DIRECTOR

Message

“Keeping up the Growth…..
…. With better Execution”
On every Dashera day, we connect directly
As a corporate organization, we reinstate
through this channel. This is also a family
our commitment to the social responsibility by
get-together day for all of us as it is being
providing better working environment for our
celebrated by us as “Elecon Day”.
employees and all stakeholders alike. In short, we
shall be consolidating our position for a brighter
This century has been very eventful for
future for all of us.
Elecon family. We have gone from contraction
mode to exponential growth. We have an all time
As we start our countdown for the Diwali
high order booking position for MHE Division. Gear festival, we must start thinking on the challenges
Division is keeping ahead of the competition by
facing us and concentrate on the growth path we
venturing into new areas and establishing Brand have envisaged.
‘ELECON’ in a big way. Eimco-Elecon, Power Build
and Prayas Engineering, all broke the century
On this Dashera day, I extend my best
mark.
wishes to you and your family for the coming
festival season
We have our hands full of orders; our shops
are busy throughout 24 x 7. The key to success now
is how better we execute it. The focus shall now be
on most valuable asset of the Company i.e. Human
Capital. To meet the challenges we have started
focusing on new HR policies and practices. We shall
be arming our HR with World Class systems and
procedures and a continued focus on training.
To serve our customers better, we have
implemented Customer Relationship Management
System, which shall be a vital marketing tool for us
for the years to come. Training on Value Based
Marketing Techniques will bring out the value
proposition for our customers and create a
win-win situation in all. Just as in last few years, our
diversification drive is on. We shall be focusing on
the consolidation of our existing business and this
process shall never lose our focus.

Prashant Amin
Director - Elecon Eng. Co. Ltd
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MESSAGES FROM EXECUTIVES
Then & Now… Experiences of the Team that makes Elecon today…
I am very fortunate to have been
associated with ELECON right from the
days it started its operations in Gujarat
in 1962. I am a part of the Elecon family
from the days we manufactured only
ELEvators and CONveyors. These were
of very low capacity and almost all the
operations were manual, even material
lifting was done without Cranes.
As a logical line extension in the late
60’s we moved on to manufacturing
of gearboxes, wagon tipplers & small
crushers and we have not looked back
since then. In 70’s we began our long
standing relationship with Neyveli

Lignite Corporation and joined the
consortium with two German
companies.This gave us an opportunity
to train young blood and enhance our
quality to match the best in the world.
Since then we have grown… and
grown in terms of resources available
at our disposal, number of orders
handled, information handled and
processed. Today we have earned
recognition globally as well as in India,
true to its spirit and context with our
motto “Always a Step Ahead in
Technology”, always ready to meet future challenges

A. J. Patel

President (Operations)- Elecon

Then & Now

Financial Growth
I am delighted to mention
that the strategic direction taken
by us over the past few years is
bearing fruits across all our
business segments. We intend to
continue on our chosen path; since
we have achieved this good
performance despite the
persistently fierce competition,
decreasing industrial growth rate,
uncertainty on financial markets,
high oil price and so on. Over the
past 5 decades, we have become
diversified, financially strong and
uniquely structured manufacturing
and project development group.
Position of Financial Growth
We have maintained
consistent improvement in
financial performance and
emerged with a strong balance
sheet since past few years. Our
company has posted
momentous performance, its
turnover jumping from Rs. 1608
mn in FY 2003-2004 to Rs.8264 mn
in FY 2007-2008 registering CAGR
of 51 % with the base year

2003-2004. Net profit margin of
the company has increased from
1.35% in FY 2003-2004 to 8.13% for
FY 2007-2008. Financially, our
company has performed
admirably, with 5 consecutive years
of increased annual dividends to
its shareholders from FY
2003-2004. Earnings per share for
the company have increased from
Rs.1.28 mn for FY 2003-2004 to
Rs.7.24 mn for FY 2007-2008. We
have demonstrated a growth of
Shareholders’ Equity from Rs. 569
mn for FY 2003-2004 to Rs. 2367
mn for FY 2007-2008 registering
CAGR of 43%. As a group, we have
seen the ups and also the downs.
At this juncture and with the
strategic direction that we have
taken, we are sure to move further
up.
Status quo shall however
not help us succeed. New
products, new markets, new
customers must be sought to
enable the Company to prosper.
We are investing Rs. 2350 mn in

H. C. Shah

V P (Comm.) & CFO- Elecon
form of capital expenditure in span
of two years towards building
additional facility for
manufacturing of windmill
gearboxes, Wind Mills as well as
towards up gradation of existing
facilities in MHE & Gear divisions,
which will provide an additional
stream of revenue for the group.
My wife joins with me to
wish all of you and your family
members best wishes for coming
festivals
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MESSAGES FROM EXECUTIVES
Growth of Technology:
From the days of Industrial
Revolution or even before there in
continuous growth in Technology, pace
can be varied but same is the need to
counter the decay which is natural
phenomenon. Growth of business
compliments that of technology, as well
various facets of the development.
Indian economy and Industry has
started it’s march in this direction long
back, but took more time for well ripe
fruits. The Indian engineering Industry
has its roots in last century, but was
moving with very low pace till decade
of 80. But from time till today there is
faster growth and today picture is fully
favorable.
Let it be material handling equipments
or transmission, Elecon has remained
always a step ahead and is in pioneer in
many firsts in our country. Let that be a
Hardened and ground gears or big earth
moving machines like Stacker or Wagon

tippler or Crusher, Elecon has always
pursued the state of art technology.
Elecon is again first in manufacturing
Planetary gears as well Marine gears for
warship and always added feather in
Indian Cap by manufacturing latest
solution in each sector of
engineering and trade, which was
possible only because of the growth
of technology and pursuing the best
choice. In Gear Technology the higher
peripheral speed, lesser noise and
highest efficiency is feasible only due
to accurate Gear Finishing (Grinding)
machines and latest Heat-treatment
facilities to achieve adequate Case
depth and hardness, as well accurate
and consistent gear casing made by
CNC machines.
It is same case with Huge material
handling machines which are possible
to produce because modern welding

V. B. Kalyankar
CEO Gear Div.
facilities including Robot and lazar/plasma cutting machines as well big CNC
machining centres. Technological
growth is possible because pursuing
new Jobs and those feasible because of
growth of technology, this way they are
complimentary to each other and that
is why we are leaping every year at least
by 25%

Then & Now

My Experiences
I thought it appropriate to share my past
experiences of working with large
engineering companies with diversified
product range and manufacturing
operations at multiple locations. As the
organizations grow in size, there will be
more number of people handling the
similar functions at different locations.
Thus in order to help people arrive at
decisions in line with management
expectations without consulting all the
persons working for similar functions
posted at various locations a set of
guidelines are put in place for all the
common functional areas. These
guidelines are sometimes called as
manuals. Thus we used to have
accounting and HR manuals to help us
in decision making in the respective
areas. These organizations used to have
focused attention on grooming of talent to meet the future needs of various
functions of different businesses. The
above activities were carried through
systematic approaches to identify talent
at various locations by a common program on a continuous basis and provid6

ing these people opportunities through
job rotation and various specific
management development and
functional training program.
The various tools available for
communication with employees were
utilized in the transparent manner to
canalize the resources towards
achieving the objectives of the
organization. The work culture of
adhering to all the statutory and legal
compliances was practiced to ensure
smooth operations at all levels of
functional areas.
Despite all these tools, the decision
making process was most frustrating.
Sometimes the decisions related to new
business opportunity used to take so
long that the said opportunity did not
exist when the go ahead to the proposal
is made available to operating
personnel. The best part was that
most of the decisions were initiated by
middle management levels and owned /
disowned by senior

A. M. Deshpande
Director Eimco Elecon

management levels depending on the
level of success of the respective
businesses emerging out of this
decision.
We are confident that the forthcoming
Diwali festival will bring lot of
prosperity to all of you. Let me, along
with my family, take this opportunity to
extend our good wishes for the forthcoming festival season

Message

MESSAGES FROM EXECUTIVES
“ ELECON - Before & Now “
Although “Elecon” was
established in the year 1951, I got
an opportunity to be associated
with this company only in the year
1976. I wish I would have joined
them earlier.
Elecon has always believed in
upgrading itself every now and
then. During this time there has
been noticeable changes those
have been very effectively
channelised through. I have
witnessed old style drawing boards
changed to very modern work
stations, conventional automates
replaced by very modern CNC
machines, and traditional offices
changed to very modern world
class offices, clearly indicating
“ELECON” is always, A step Ahead
in Technology.

Environment, right through out the
Elecon group has been made
conducive enough to match
“Process Voice” with the “Customer
voice”. Training sessions have
already taken place at all levels in
terms of developing people with
burning desire for
accomplishments.
Every individual at “Elecon” accepts
the fact that Challenges always
come bundled with opportunities.
On this day of Dashera, my
family joins me, conveying all the
very best of luck to Elecon family
members and wish that the forth
coming festival of Dipavali,
associated with light may bring all
of us the foresight to visualize the
opportunities hidden behind the

D.M.Patel

Executive Director PBL

challenges. With the up gradation
of facilities, improvements in
quality levels, reliable products and
people bubbling with positive
approach, Elecon over the years has
already become a Global Player

Then & Now

“Change in the Financial System: Then & Now”
Personally I have experienced
many great changes in the
Banking System of the Elecon
Group of Companies over the
years. But a few of the changes
have benefited us maximum,
saving a lengthy paper procedure,
time and money. Emtici
Engeeneering with fifteen
branches all over India and
handling maximum collections
from customers from these regions
to be directed to the HO has
benefited a lot with the NOW
operation.
THEN…. the payment cheques
were collected from the customers
and deposited in a branch located
nearest to their regions and then
that payments transferred by

TT to Head Office. Also Statutory
payments to the government and
salaries across the branches were
made by checks to the employees.
Those were the days that manual
accounting gave room for errors
and more delays.
And NOW…we have core banking
system which gives HO
instant credit of all the monies
deposited in any part of the
country and with some customers
the amount is directly transferred
from their account to ours by EFT.
All government payments and
salaries are also made using online
facilities . Our biggest leap was
using Oracle system and making
accounting operation totally
computerized and accessible from

RAVIN R. Shah
Vice President - EMTICI
anywhere in the country. Few
more changes are on anvil with the
help of CRC (Centralised Resource
Cell). Our uniform code of
procedures for finance and book
keeping will be regulated in the
entire group of companies
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Spread on acres of land
in the then planned
education town, Vallabh
Vidyanagar is nestled
Elecon on a part of the
Industrial Belt of GIDC
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Elecon Group of Companies
Bird’s Eye view
Then......Now
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Model of Gear Division in early seventies

From Barren Lands Then
To
Now…A Pure
Green Zone
Gear Division,
A Place
Where All Roads Lead To
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Dreams come to Reality
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Then

First Elecon Building as seen below showing
our beginning compared to the present
multistoried building (Right) which exists today.
Surrounded by various office buildings & workshops
on acres of land in Vallabh Vidyanagar
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More Machinery...More Operators

Infrastructure... Then

News Track
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Less Machinery...Fewer Operators

Modern Infrastructure... Now
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Shearing Machine 1960

Our Prized Possesion...Then
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Latest Laser Cutting Machine 2006

Our Prized Possesion...Now
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Then

Our Office of yesteryears...
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How we work today...
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Design Department -Then a Standing Effect

Then
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Design Department - Now a Sitting Technology

DASHERA - ELECON DAY

Shri Banubhai Patel Performing pooja

as it used to be...THEN...

Director’s visit to workshop

Dignitaries on Dais

Shri Banubhai Patel unveiling the first issue of house magazine ‘EL
WAVES’.
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Smt. Madhuben appreciating Prayasvin Patel

...and as it is... NOW

CMD- Shri Prayasvin Patel Performing pooja

Director’s visit to workshop

Shri. Prayasvin Patel, Smt. Tarunaben Patel, Shri. Prashant Amin and dignitaries on dias.

Shri Prayasvin Patel unveiling the 13th volume of house magazine
‘EL WAVES’.

Smt. Tarunaben appreciating the Achievers.
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ANAND DHAM

- Taruna Patel

So, it is the parents of today who need to revive our
‘Sanskar’ that teaches us that parents are next to God.
Where you begin early to teach your children to treat
parents with respect. Treat them how you would want
to be treated at an old age. Teach your children to
respect their grand parents and all elders. They are our
culture and shoulders to lean on for years to come.
We as family, make it a rule to visit a few of these places
- every time there is a Birthday or an Anniversary in the
family - where a deed like this brings happiness into
many empty lives. Recently my children visited Anand
Dham & as a parent I was overwhelmed at their
genuine feelings & time given to their aged friends.
This year’s memories are captured on these photos &
they say it all, especially when a grandma saw her grand
daughter in my daughters Aishwarya and Akanksha.
Special hugs and kisses were shared leaving Anand
Dham with content for them & smiles for everyone.

Exchanged feelings

Anand Dham is a place where 20 elderly grandmas and
grandpas are housed for various reasons. For these very
elders were the ones who nurtured their children,
sacrificing their last morsels to satisfy their children’s
needs – be it food, shelter, clothing schooling or health.
And now their very own kith & kin have detached
themselves from their duties without a blink.
Today there are many old people’s homes cropping
up everywhere to make room for these same parents,
sometimes sick, sometimes a hindrance in their
children’s daily life, sometimes a financial burden or
just extra baggage in everything to their grown up
children. And they are a very lonely lot.

This year, I am also inviting all wives & ladies of
Employees of Elecon Group of companies to form a
group which will be called Elecon Ladies Forum (ELF).
The main activities of this group would be to have a
Motto “A Good Deed A Day Is Here To Stay”and
fulfill it completely.
The ELF forum will have fun while performing these
good deeds, even if it is just giving a hand to an elderly
to cross the road or taking needy children for a picnic
once a month. The smiles of these memories will stay
with them for years to come. Many other fun activities
can be added as you grow with number of members
at ELF.
Please call El Care office for enrolling yourself as a
member at ELF.

Mr. J.C. Patel (Vice President, Contracts) suggested &
asked me to create an activity for ladies recently. So
I thought of forming a forum for all these ladies and
invite Mrs. J.C. Patel to be the first leader member of
These special moms and dads of yesteryears look
forward to a day when someone visits them, calls them, ELF. Please try your best and I will encourage &
feeds them or pampers them even for a few moments motivate the ELF members in all their activities.
– and the smiles that are left behind are their monthly Yes,
“A Good Deed A Day Is Here To Stay”
dose of happiness.
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Ice-cream & smiles for our Dadas & Baas
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HAPPENINGS

“Sundarkand” & “Mera Surila Anubhav” by Aishwarya Patel

Aishwarya showed a natural inclination towards
learning the ‘SUNDARKAND’. It was a surprise to see
how well she sang each word with clarity especially the
beginning shlok in sanskrit which many people find
difficult and that was where the thought of recording
the ‘SUNDARKAND’ came into mind.
Aishwarya practiced for nearly one and half
months of summer vacation and these efforts of hers
and her guru Shri Arvind Bhatt can be clearly seen
through this piece of work.
The ‘Sundarkand’ needs no introduction
anywhere, at least in India where it has assumed
multifarious roles, each commanding immense respect
for millennia.
In the Ramcharitmanas, the struggle of Lord
Sri Ram & Mata Sita comes to an end in the fifth sopan,
‘Sundarkand’. Impossible tasks like the search of Mata
Sita and building the ‘Ramsetu’ (bridge) across the sea

Surila Anubhav- Serena Bhatt
were accomplished by Sri Hanumanji who is indeed the
‘Nayak’ of the Sundarkand. By reciting the Sundarkand,
one experiences physical, mental and spiritual stability
as well as ‘peace’. Every chopai and doha of the
Sundarkand is a mantra which brings to an end, all
miseries and sorrows.
By the grace of ‘Lord Sri Ram Bhadra’ and the
joint efforts of Tarunaben & Prayasvinbhai Patel, the
recording of Goswami Tulsidasji rachit ‘Sri Ram Charit
Manas’ fifth sopan, ‘Sundarkand’ has been made
possible.
It is touching to see that this ‘Sundarkand’ is a
tribute by the grand-daughter Aishwarya to her
grand-parents, Shri Bhanubhai and Smt. Madhuben.
The recitation of the complete ‘Sundarkand’
with such clear pronunciation by Aishwarya Patel, who
is just eleven years old, is worth appreciation.
Hope Aishwarya continues to carry on such
beautiful works in future as well. The music is
composed and arranged by her ‘Kalaguru’ Shri Arvind
Bhatt. He is a versatile musician, a very good singer, an
exponent of many instruments as well as a very
creative composer and writer.
These efforts of Aishwarya are truly inspiring
for other children living in this modern era.
Shri Arvind Bhatt is well versed in all the fields
of music including Indian dance and literature. He is
a student of Pt.Shri Laxminarayan Bhatt and ‘Nritya
Samrat’ Pt. Shri Birju Maharajji. As a child, he has given
many programmes on ‘Ramayan’ in Delhi in front of
many eminent personalities, few of them being Late
Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi, Former President of
India Shri Sanjeeva Reddy, Former Vice President Shri
Bhairon Singh Shekhawat

My Mom

As We All Do, I Too Love My Mom
She’s Very Special But More Than Some

So Here I Am Doing Something Special
A Surprise To Give Her Tired Eyes A Twinkle
And Sure She Cried With Tears Of Joy
The First Time I Sang Sunderkand With A Ploy
As This Chapter Of Ramcharitmanas She Listsens To
Is Now Rendered By Her Daughter Too

‘Kalaguru’ Shri Arvind Bhatt, Aishwarya Patel and Serena Bhatt
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That Is My Special Gift To My Mom
Who Is More Special Than Some
-by Aishwarya Prayasvin Patel

Board Meeting & Press conference

Shri H.C.Shah - CFO, Shri Prayasvin Patel - CMD & Shri Prashant Amin - Director on dais

Consecutive to the Board Meeting of
Elecon Engineering Company Ltd.,
Our CMD, Director and CFO hosted a
Press Conference at hotel Taj International, Mumbai & Hotel Fortune
Landmark, Ahmedabad. It highlighted
our activities and ‘Success-marks’ in
New Projects and Technological &
Infrastructure Developments. CMD

also shared with the media our future
plans.
The congregate received an overwhelming response with attendance
of more than 65 media persons; both
from print & electronic media. There
after one on one Q&A session was
arranged

Presentation by CMD

Question & Answer session

Directors of the company addressing the AGM
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ORDERS

...Then & Now...

Shri Bhanubhai Patel Signing the first order...Then

Our First Order

CMD - Shri Prayasvin Patel Signing the latest order...Now

Our Latest Orders

Our first order was received from Korba Thermal
Power Station in the early sixties for supply of 3
conveyors (Capacity 1000 TPH) for Coal Handling Plant. Out
of the above one Conveyor was with a length of 1600 mtrs.
That was the biggest Conveyor in India during that time.
Consecutively we received an order from Satpura
Thermal Power Station for complete Coal Handling Plant.
This also included Bunker Conveyors. This was the first
Turnkey Project executed by us.
During the said period, Elecon used to employ
Design Engineers from Europe, This exposure provided
unique opportunity for our young engineers to receive
professional training.
An order from Indian Coal Mines for supply of
Conveyors with a total length of more than 10 kms was
again a major achievement. We started manufacturing
Stacker-Reclaimer, Barrel Reclaimer, Scrappers & Wagon
Tipplers during 1965-1970 and it has been a steady growth
since then.

• A single largest order in our history from
Bramhani Industries Ltd, Bellary worth Rs. 450
Crores. The scope of supply includes 4 nos.
Wagon Tipplers with Side Arm Chargers, 3 nos.
of Stacker Reclaimers, 1 no each of Twin Boom
Stacker, Bridge Type Blender Reclaimer and
Transfer Car.

Rota Side Wagon Tippler installed in sixties at Karnataka Power
Corporation Ltd....Then

Rota Side Wagon Tippler in Operation at KPCL -Raichur
Thermal Power Station...Now
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• Another prestigious Order for Rs.188.51 Crores
from M/s. Steel Authority of India Ltd. (SAIL)
Burnpur, for Supply & Erection of
equipments for expansion at IISCO Steel Plant.
• From BHEL, Bangalore an Order for Rs.80.50
Crores for Design, Engineering, Supply and
Transportation of mechanical equipment for

2*250 MW Sikka TPS project. Scope of supply
includes 2 nos each of Wagon Tipplers with Side
Arm Chargers, Apron Feeders, Ring Granulators etc.
• Tech Pro Systems Ltd., Chennai awarded us an
Order worth Rs. 61.50 Crores for Coal Handling Plant
equipments for Hissar TPS being build by REL 2*600
Mw.
• From GIPCL an Order worth Rs. 57.70 Crores for
Design, Engineering, Supply, Civil Structure,
Erection & Commissioning of mechanical
equipments for lignite stone handling system.
• Another Order worth Rs. 47 Crores from M/s. Sical
Iron Ore Terminals Ltd. Chennai for supply of Wagon
Tippler, Ship Loader & Stacker - Reclaimer.

Eng.Kamal Gaber Beshay (Chairman, Beshay Steel) and Mr.
Maher Sheriff (Mados Engineering, Elecon’s representative
for Egypt) with Mr. Keyur Parikh (VP-Exports)

• One more Order worth Rs. 31 Crores from BGR
Energy Systems Ltd. Chennai for supply of 1*500
MW Khaparkheda TPS expansion project for
Maharashtra State Power Generation Ltd.
A time to work hard and achieve all our targets for
work completion with commissioning on time is
what will give a breakthrough to the Group in the
coming years.

Mr. Sukhum Tokaranyaset (Director) of New Krung Thai Sugar Factory, Thailand exchanging contract documents with
Mr. Vipul Shah (Manager) of Elecon - Singapore.

First of it’s kind stacker reclaimer installed in India by Elecon in
sixties at santaldhi Power station...Then

Stacker reclaimer in Operation at Parli Power Station...Now
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LIFE STYLE

Moving towards our Dream Project…..
This shall become a reality this December with
a Grand Opening…
A moment of pride…, our dreams coming true…,
our dream project shall be unveiled in December 2008. A
small project has now turned in to a Five Star Resort.
MADHUBHAN RESORT& Spa facility aesthetically
located in green city of Anand. The resort spans over 17
acres. Keeping elegance as a design philosophy, the
resort is set on a beautiful landscape which includes
mango and chikoo trees and several water bodies that
are serenely designed to create an eternal atmosphere.
The ambience, landscape and structures are designed
by nationally and internationally renowned Architect Mr.
Tony Joseph, Land Scaping is done by Mr. Ashish Teli &
interior designing by Mr. Sunil Jasani.
The resort shall open with 81 rooms (30 deluxe
37 Super Deluxe, 11 semi deluxe suites, 2 deluxe suites
and 1 Presidential suite) along with conference facility to
accommodate 200 guests. Bookings shall open from the

View of the cottages. Work under construction.

first week December.
Mr. Tony Joseph has given traditional touch to
the resort and the entire idea is constructed around the
theme of Rural Gujarat.
The resort houses hordes of facilities which include:
• 24 hours coffee shop offering world cuisine. Adding
to the ambience there will be an open wood fired oven
serving ‘pizzas’.
• A multi cuisine formal dinners.
• A landmark Spa …one of its kind in Gujarat spread over
10000 sq ft. The Spa shall be SOHUM Spa, managed by
Core Wellness Ltd. and shall boast of not only the best in
wellness therapies but also international product range
from France. The Spa houses the latest international
equipments such as Dry Floatation, Chromo therapy
based Vichy Shower, and Ozone therapy to just name a
few.

Interior View
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WINDMILL PROJECT

News & Events

NURTURING NATURE
EMPOWERING FUTURE

ELECON
WINDMILL GEAR BOX
The T600 Gearbox is a
combination of
Planetary and Helical with
shaft mounted type and
torque arm support.
Elecon Wind Turbine
Gearbox up to 2MW can
be manufactured in
Elecon Facilities

POWER GENERATION THROUGH WIND MILLS
With increasing price of fossil fuels across cannot be ignored. As more cost
effective techniques are developed, more
the globe, harnessing of renewable
energy resources has assumed
investors are likely to buy into wind farm
projects. It is possible that within a few
significance like never before.
decades we will be seeing windmills
Recent research has shown that carbon being built all over the country. In short,
pollution contributes to global warming it will help alleviate the energy crisis,will
at a level that is about 60% of carbon benefit the environment and bring a boost
dioxide’s warming effect, making black to the economy.
carbon the second-biggest contributor to
global warming after carbon dioxide.
The current dependency on
Renewable Sources needs to be shifted
The advantages of using wind energy to the more cleaner, more affordable
renewable sources in order to bridge
the gap between demand & supply.
The wind power, which is also very eco
friendly is The Power of Future.

Visit of Mr.& Mrs. Mark Richey USA. Inc. to Elecon AE Division
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Elecon is dedicated to provide cleanly,
healthier, eco friendly renewable energy
by having set up their own Alternate
Energy Division to manufacture & install
Wind Turbine Generators under
technical collaboration with
M/s Turbowinds n.v. Belgium, which
would be a bright future for generations
to come to nurturing the nature and
empowering the future.

News & Events
EXPANSION
Foundation Ceremony of New Factory Sheds….

Pooja Ceremony performed by CMD along with Senior Executives

Pooja ceremony was performed by Shri Prayasvin Patel, C M D on the plot adjacent to EIMCO
ELECON on Vithal Udyognagar – Mogri Road for construction of new industrial sheds of
* Wind Mill Divn. Shed * Worm Catalogue Gear Division: * Lift Gear Division:

Wind Mill Gear Box Repair Shed, Madurai
expansion plans to reach 2 MW WTG. Aptly
supporting this, Elecon has entered the Wind Mill
Gear Box market with a range from 250 KW till 2
MW. Being closely associated with Elecon as
Marketing and Servicing arm, Emtici Engineering
Ltd. entered into the Servicing of these Gear Boxes
for WTGs.
The WTG Gear Box Service Centre, the first of its
kind in India is located at Village Kunnathur near
Madurai. The location cannot be more ideal than
being in the midst of area densely surrounded by
Inaugration by Shri V.B. Kalyankar - CEO Gear Div.
numerous Wind Turbine Generators. The Service
Center is having state-of-the-art facilities to
Being the forerunner in Technological
service the Windmill Gear Boxes up to 2 MW range.
The area in the vicinity has installations by all
advancements and as an environmentally
responsible Corporate, Elecon Group has entered major players, also Tamilnadu has the advantage
into the Renewal Energy market. To start with
by virtue of being the forerunner in WTG
Elecon entered the wind segment with a Wind
installations there are WTG installations which are
Turbine Generator (WTG) of 660 KW with
as old as 10 years.
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VISITORS

VADM D.Deshpande AVSM, NM.,
CMDE D.M.Deshpande &
CDR S.Sengupta

Visitors from L & T Mr. K.G. Hariharan - Sr. Vice President, Mr. D.R.Roy
- Executive Vice President, Mr. Kumar Vikram-Vice President

Mr. & Mrs. Henry Marchetta, Chairman & CEO of M/s MECALAC

Photo taken during visit of our CMD, Shri Prayasvin Patel
and Shri A.M. Deshpande, Wholetime Director (Eimco) to M/s
Huta Stalowa Wola, Poland with their team.

Key-handing over ceremony of 1st indigenously built AL-120
Loader by Eimco Elecon to Mr. Madhu Rugwani, Proprietor of
M/s. Gurudev International Pvt. Ltd. Nagpur.
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ACTIVITIES
Elecon’s -PTC Technology Day - A Learning Experience

Elecon’s - PTC Technology Day at Audio Visual Hall

The presentation cum seminar was arranged by
Parametric Technology Corporation in association
with Elecon Gears on 11th July, 2008 and this mega
event was better known as “Elecon’s Technology day”.
This event ensured the knowledge sharing
experience for Elecon Group of Companies
regarding PTC’s innovative tools used in Gear Division for improved productivity.
The day was honored by the presence of our CMD
and all Senior Executives from Design departments
across Elecon Group of Companies along with PTC
India’s top official team headed by Mr.Abhinav
Appreciation by CEO - Gear Div. of Ms. Anu Roy
Chowdhary (Country Technical Director-Asia Pacific)
put in implementation of PTC’s tools in Design
and his team.
department of Gear division.
The event revealed Elecon Gear’s extensive usage of
PTC’s tools since year 2001 till date. It was an active Mr. P.B.Patel, CMD Elecon, thanked all the members
participation from our group companies that made of Elecon for adapting themselves to new
the mega event a success. The event honored Ms. technology and conveyed sincere thanks to PTC for
Anu Roy by endorsement with a certificate and Ten their true and sincere efforts in bringing Elecon to
thousand rupees as a token reward for the efforts this level.
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A FEW WHO MADE A DIFFERENCE
A strong Contender
A new addition to El Waves pages this year is a
few faces that made a difference “THEN” in the growth
of Elecon Group of companies and even “NOW” which
is Today.
Some are still running the marathon race to
reach new heights never explored before.
Mr. AJ Patel (President, MHE) is one of these
marathon runners with almost 45 years with Elecon &
even today he works with a passion of a new
recruit.
A long service time of 45 years with this
esteemed organization has enriched my knowledge to
such a extent that it is impossible to remain away from
the attachment.
“From a raw Mechanical Engineer beginning
the career as a Junior Engineer in the shop floor and
molding to the skill that an engineer should acquire
by working at the shop, Later on utilizing the shop
floor knowledge to the site activities for installation
of the equipments and finally managing all the
technical affairs of Elecon’s MHE Division, I am going
to dream day & night the Elecon even after
retirement.
Having spent almost 2/3rd of my life, it is Elecon and
only Elecon for me even now and till I live.”
- Mr. AJ Patel (President, MHE)

“Just Do it” ....... that’s Mr. M M Nanda

Mr. M.M.Nanda with Shri B.I.Patel

Yes, he is the ever-young man with the same
unflagging zeal, dedication and enthusiasm who has
completed 35 years with us -- Mr.Nanda.
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Shri Bhanubhai always remembered him as an
eager young man fresh from the college who joined
Elecon at Delhi office. His motto then was “Just Do
It” and the same motto and zeal remains till today.
Mr. Nanda as GGM, continues to repose confidence
and a source of inspiration in the work that comes
his way and passes his exuberance to all working
around him.
From a Junior Assistant to Group General
Manager, the journey has been a saga of
accomplishments. From mastering the fine art of
liaison with various government agencies in the seventies and eighties to marketing in the nineties and
subsequently zonal in charge, he has done it all with
a high sense of responsibility and in the best
traditions of our Company. We are very proud to
have him with us.
On the occasion of his successful completion
of 35 years, we would like to extend our heartiest
congratulations and best wishes to Mr. Nanda and
his family and look forward to many more successful
years ahead.

A Special Recognition
Always on the Run……Mr. K G Kutty

We at Elecon Group of Companies take this
opportunity to give a special recognition to
Mr. K G Kutty for being with Elecon for 39 years;
before retiring at the beginning of this year. He spent
a considerable span of time doing a thankless job;
at times as the expectations of his abilities rose with
his rise in position & workload piled on sky high. But
work he did is with a passion and dedication to
always overcoming the hurdles and completing
assigned work.
We wish him happy retirement back home in
Kerala
As I Reflect… Mr. K G Kutty
Thirty nine years of my lifetime spent with a
single organization is a lifetime achievement in
itself. An organization called Elecon Engineering Ltd
gave me that opportunity and I have many golden
memories to remain with me for the duration of my

retirement life back home.
I joined Elecon Engineering Co. Ltd. In 1969
and retired in 2008. During those 39 years I had the
opportunity to grow with the then doyens of the
company from being an executive secretary to taking
charge independently as a general administrator of
MHE and GEAR division, in appreciation of my skills
and potential developed over the years.
I had the privilege to work with Shri Bhanubhai
our CMD then to Shri Praysvinbhai our CMD now, an
opportunity envied by many. I also had full interaction
with Mrs Tarunaben CEO Emtici Engineering when
she involved me in the startup of central resource cell
Mr. K.G.Kutty (Right) with Shri B.I.Patel
(CRC)
My sincere wishes to Elecon Group of companies a success to meet all the future challenges.
Happy Dashera and Dipavali wishes conveyed to all.

A few runners...
The Principles of die-hard dedication & untiring work for betterment at Elecon, left for us by our then CMD
Shri. Bhanubhai Patel, as a Legacy, here are a few runners still moving tons in the Elecon group almost for 35
years long past their retirement.
We take this opportunity to congratulate each one for their commitments & their tenure with our group of
companies.

Mr.A.J.Patel, Mr.J.J.Parmar, Mr.N.S.Prajapati, Mr.R.J.Surti, Mr.C.S.Shah, Mr.J.C.Patel, Mr.M.R.Punekar, Mr.R.A.Dalwadi,Mr.N.C.Patel,
Mr.A.C.Shah, Mr.J.A.Trivedi, Mr. Piyushbhai C Shah, Mr. Nanulal G Bhatt, S.R.Jani, M.M.Nanda, N.K. Soni, T.M.Vyas, H.R.Panchal, B.S.Tripathi,
S.S.Shaikh, B.M.Parmar, I.U.Vohra, M.J. Parmar, M.K. Patel, Gokalbhai B Patel, I.K. Bhavsar, Arvindbhai N. Suthar
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HAPPENINGS

KRISHNA HOSPITAL - KARMASAD

Shree Krishna Hospital marches towards its goal to provide comprehensive health
care to the community with its new Bhanubhai & Madhuben Patel Cardiac Centre
The Story So Far:
Charutar Arogya Mandal, a trust set up
by the late Dr.HM Patel, India’s former
Minister of Finance and Home and one
of the first Indian ICS officers in our
country, manages the 550-bed rural
Shree Krishna Hospital, a teaching
hospital attached to Pramukhswami
Medical College. The College, in
existence for a couple of decades, runs
Medical Council recognized
undergraduate and postgraduate

Shree Krishna Hospital - Karamsad

courses. Shree Krishna Hospital’s motto,
“Solace for the Suffering”, encapsulates
the philosophy of the hospital; to
provide state-of-the-art medical care at
affordable rates to the community,
especially those in the villages around
the hospital. In keeping with this
philosophy, the hospital has made
rapid strides in upgrading its facilities
and services. Today, the hospital has
emerged as one of Gujarat’s
most-equipped and largest hospitals. It
has the region’s best Trauma Centre, 16
operation theatres, ICUs for
medical, surgical, neo-natal and
paediatric cases, Labs which have
received NABL accreditation, a
radiology set up which has all
imaging solutions, including CT Scan
and MRI, in its repertoire and several
other facilities. The hospital also runs
several extension centres in the smaller
towns of the district, with the objective
of making available qualified
medical services closer to the
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doorsteps of the community. Of the
five extension centres so far being
operated, which collectively have a
daily out-patient strength of about
175-200 patients, one is already linked
to the hospital through a tele-medicine
facility and, as a result, started
maternity services as well. The
hospital on its own has out-door
patient strength of over 250,000 and
indoor admissions of over 22,000
annually. The hospital provides free or
subsidized medical services of about
Rs.1.50 crores annually.
The Charutar Arogya Mandal,
since its inception, has introduced
various schemes for the
underprivileged section of the
society, which includes special groups
like senior citizens, women and
children and the population living
below poverty line (BPL). Some of the
features as well as quantitative benefits
offered to these groups are as follows:
Consultation with all the
specialties at a token amount of Re 1/for BPL persons, women, children and
senior citizens.
All the diagnostic and pharma-

cy facilities at a discounted rate of 25%
and 10% respectively.
Inpatient services to these
groups in general ward are provided
absolutely free except medicines,
which is provided at concessional
rate.

Linear Accelerator at M.S.P. Cancer Centre

MRI Imaging centre

BHANUBHAI AND MADHUBEN PATEL CARDIAC CENTRE -

Beginning of a new era

than 70 years old due to cardiac
diseases is 23%, it is 52% in India,
signifying the need to both diagnose
and treat the disease early.
In Anand and Kheda districts, the
home of Charutar Arogya Mandal, the
incidence of cardiac diseases has been
estimated to be 25.17 per thousand
person in a 5-year longitudinal study
carried out by the faculty of
Pramukhswami Medical College. The
average annual mortality was
estimated to be 2.46 (national
average 2.27) per thousand persons in
the study.

The Cardiac Centre under construction

The only major facility that was
lacking in this otherwise state-of-theart hospital was a Cardiac Centre. The
need for the facility was further
accentuated by the fact that there is
no such facility in the near vicinity; a
cardiac patient has to go to Vadodara
or Nadiad/Ahmedabad, 40 kms and 75
kms respectively, to get treated.
The hospital, with its upcoming
Bhanubhai and Madhuben Patel
Cardiac Centre, would be able to fill
this important gap. The Centre is
coming up as a separate building,
though connected to the main
hospital building through overhead
bridges, covering a total built-up area
of 45,000 sq. ft. Being set up at an

Exterior view of cardiac centre

investment of over Rs.1500 lakhs,
contributed entirely by the Elecon
Group of Companies, it would have
facilities for outdoor consultation,
diagnostics, two operation theatres
with a provision for an additional
theatre in the future, an 8-bed CICU
and a step-down ICU, a cath-lab with
a provision for an additional lab in the
future and provision also for a CT-Scan.
This facility also will make available
specialist services at affordable rates
to the needy.
Cardiac diseases account for the
highest number of deaths world-wide
and are a cause of considerable loss of
productive life and working hours.
Cardiac diseases have no longer
remained restricted to the rich. The
disease, especially congenital heart
diseases, is seen among the
population in the lower income strata
more often. Besides, Indian population
have greater genetic predisposition to
cardiac diseases. India is expected to
have mortality attributable to cardiac
diseases in the region of 2 million by
the year 2010 and has an earlier onset
of the disease (by 10 years) compared
to the rest of the world. While in the
West, the mortality among those less

Shree Krishna Hospital receives at
750-900 patients each year who
require cardiac interventional
facilities. These patients have to be
referred to other centres located in
cities like Vadodara and Ahmedabad,
resulting in not only loss of precious
time, but also a great deal of
inconvenience to patients and their
families. Indeed, the lack of facilities at
the hospital leads to some of the
existing patients opting not to take
further treatment, while many other
patients are lost to follow-up. The new
Cardiac Centre, which has already tied
up with Dr.KM Cherian, who
pioneered bypass surgeries in India
and currently heads the Frontier
Lifeline Hospital at Chennai, would
prove to be a great boon the all the
patients suffering from heart disease.
They can now hope to look forward
to quality care at the most affordable
cost.

Interior view of cardiac centre
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Photography by Prayasvin Patel
This is the new feature that will grace some of the
pages of 2008 edition of our El waves magazine .
Lens View will provide a window for participants
who have an opportunity to express ART thru the lens of
their cameras and explore their creativities to cover the other angles of photography as a hobby. So we invite you to
use your hands and imagination to come up with your best
collection for a place in this magazine and may be
discovered or branded as a photographer of tomorrow
This year we begin with Prayasvinbhai’s personal

best collection of the recent times. Our CMD has had a passion for photography and cameras from a very young age
and it has continued over the years from black and white
cameras of THEN to the latest digital technologies of today
and NOW. His knowledge in collection of cameras, lens, accessories & softwares and photography magazines is not
only a passion but an addiction at times. It is a passion with
the relaxing and calming effect fit for a busy entrepreneur
and this legacy he has passed on to his elder daughter
Akanksha, as his father had initiated him into this wonderful
lifetime hobby with zeal.

In harmony with nature

Glorious History of Rome
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Royal Touch

Inside view of Church in Istambul
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1. As the sunsets….
2. The Jokers Heart…..
3. Is masked…..
4. With shades of life

1

3

2

4
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Photography by Prayasvin Patel

Sailing away on the river at Guilin, China

Nature’s Dry Arrangement

A bed of Tulips - Kashmir
Reflections
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Other Photography

Adorned by God

- Rushi Muley

Light & Shadow

Steps to ultimate destination

- Ishan Vyas

-Ashok Machhi

Caravan

Heritage

- Ishan Vyas
Happy Days
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- Dipesh Panchal

- Mitul Thaker

Sports
SPORTS

ELECON TENNIS ACADEMY
(We nurture talent and create excellence)
Elecon Tennis Academy took a huge step ahead in the year
2007-08 concentrating primarily on developing players by
organizing tournaments and specialized training and
encouraging to perform at the highest level.
At present at least 16 boys and 2 girls have been consistently
performing well at State and National Tournaments. To mention a
few, Arindrajit Gangly & Rajveer Jahala both were semifinalist and
quarterfinalist in U-12 and U-14 respectively at the Gujarat State
Championship Tournament 2008.

Inter division cricket tournament ‘08
This year totally 26 teams from Elecon Group participated
with sportsman spirit and lot of enthusiasm. With the format
having changed this year, the tournament began on a knock
out basis eliminating 18 teams and carrying Super-8 teams
further up & divided into 2 groups. The Super-8 matches were
played on round robin league basis.
Elecon Group of Companies had sponsored following events,
which were organized by Anand District Cricket Association
at Anand.
1) 4th Elecon Junior Cup Tournament – under 15.
2) Elecon Junior Cup Tournament – under 17.
3) Elecon Junior Cup Tournament – under 19.
4) 12th I.B.Patel Cup Senior League Tournament open to
Anand & Kheda Districts.
Elecon believs in encouraging Sports Activities, particularly
the game of Cricket, also donated a Bowling Machine to the
Anand District Cricket Association.

Mr. Prayasvinbhai Patel CMD Elecon group of companies giving prizes to the players at 8th Anand District Tournament 2008.

Winners Emtici A

Mrs. Tarunaben Patel, CEO Emtici Engineering Ltd giving Prizes to
the players at 2nd Master Series Tournament 2008.

Runners up Gear A
MUN AMIN - (GUJARAT STATE
RANKING NO: 1) INDIA NATIONAL
LEVEL RANKING NO: 25

ASHKA SONI (GUJARAT STATE
RANKING NO: 3) INDIA NATIONAL
LEVEL RANKING NO: 72
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EXPRESSIONS
Lincoln’s Letter to his Son’s Headmaster
“ He will have to learn, I know, that all men
are not true. But teach him also that for every
scoundrel, there is a hero, that for every selfish
politician, there is a dedicated leader .. Teach him
that for every enemy, there is friend. It will take
time, i know, but teach him, if you can, that a
dollar earned is of far more value than five found
.... Steer him away from envy. If you can, teach
him, the secret of quiet laughter.
Let him learn early that the bullies are the
easiest to lick .. Teach him, if you can, the wonder
of books ... But also give him quiet time to
ponder the eternal mystery of birds in the sky,
bees in the sun and flowers on a hill-side.Teach
him to learn to lose and also to enjoy winning,
In school, teach him it is far more honourable to
fail than to cheat .... Teach him to be gentle with
gentle people and tough with the tough.
Try to give my son the strength not to follow the crowd when everyone is getting on the
bandwagon.....
Teach him to listen to all men ... but teach him also to filter all he hears on a screen of truth
and take only the good that come through.
Teach him, if you can, how to laugh when he is sad .... Teach him there is no shame in tears.
Teach him to scoff at cynics and to beware of too much sweetness ...
Teach him to sell his brain and brawn to the highest bidders, but never to put a price tag on
his heart and soul.
Teach him to close his ears to a howling mob ... and to stand and fight if thinks he is right.
Teach him gently, but do not cuddle him, because only the test of fire makes fine steel. Let
him have the courage to be impatient .... let him have the patience to be brave.
Teach him always to have sublime faith in himself, because then he will always have a
sublime faith in mankind.”
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Expressions
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A COLORFUL EVENTS
Every child is an artist. The problem is
how to remain an artist once he grows
up. - Pablo Picasso

CMD addressing young artists

Prayasvinbhai & Tarunaben encouraging the participants
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This year, we decided to hold a
live and a colourful event in the form
of “On The Spot Drawing Competition”.
Anyone and any age group of Elecon
family could participate with topics
announced earlier.
The response was overpowering
and the enthusiasm was addictive. The
winners have been given space on the
Elwaves “Art View Corner” in this year’s
edition. All participants have
been awarded with Certificate
of Participation.
The event was graced
by Prayasvinbhai and
Tarunaben and judged by our
own home-town genius artist,
Mr. Kanu Patel & Fine Art
College Principal Mr. Ranvin
Chauhan.

Competition Winners
A – 5 years to 12 years

Jai Goradia
Memory Drawing

B – 13 year to 19 years

C – 20 years to above

Rana Hamid K.
Festival

Barad Harpalsinh K.
Environment

RaJ Bharatsingh Rawat
First Rain

Neelu B. Rathod
Save Energy

Vandan Bharatsingh Rawat
I Love My India
AGE GROUP THEME
A – 5 years to 12 years :
“Memory Drawing” , “First Rain” &
Animals & Birds
B – 13 year to 19 years :
“Save Energy” , “I Love my INDIA”
& Festivals
C – 20 years to above :
“Anti Terrorism” , “Healthy Life” &
Environment

Mitul D.Thaker
Healthy Life

Mrudula M. Nair
Save Energy
Haresh R. Barot
Anti Terrorism
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ACHIEVERS

Shruti Gunashekhar
D/o of E. Gunashekhar - Emtici, Nagpur
Secured 92.30% in SSC Exam

Jaimini R. Thakkar
D/o Rajesh M Thakkar - PEL
Secured 87.40% in HSC Exam
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Rucha V. Bhatt
D/o Vijay J Bhatt - CMD’s office
Secured 91.38% in SSC Exam

Nishita Y. Jadhav
D/o Yogesh Jadhav - MHE
Secured 86.2% in HSC Exam

Sagar S. Jani
S/o S R Jani - MHE
Secured 90.31% in SSC Exam

Sarangi K. Metha
D/o Kamlesh Metha - Gear div.
Secured 82.80% in HSC Exam

Mihir T. Dhobi
S/o T D Dhobi
Gear Div.
Secured 89.23% in SSC

Deep K. Barua
S/o Kironongshu N Barua
Gear div
Secured 88.92% in SSC

Romesh P. Bedi
S/o P H Bedi
PBL
Secured 88.62% in SSC

Ronak P. Patel
S/o Pravinchandra J Patel
MHE
Secured 88.15% in SSC

Bansri K. Jethwa
D/o K C Jethwa
MHE
Secured 87.54% in SSC

Harsh H. Gandhi
S/o Harishbhai Gandhi Eimco Elecon
Secured 87.38% in SSC

Ekta D. Patel
D/o Dineshbhai R Patel Gear div
Secured 87.08% in SSC

Nikisha P. Patel
D/o Parfulbhai J Patel
PBL
Secured 85.38% in SSC

Saurabh V. Patel
S/o Vipinbhai D Patel
MHE
Secured 78.77% in SSC

Vishwa T. Vyas
D/o Tushar Vyas
AML
Secured 85% in SSC

Jigar M. Prajapati
S/o Manilal S Prajapati
AML
Secured 84.92% in SSC

Kishan D Fatani
S/o of Deepak Fatani
EMTICI
Secured 83.69% in SSC

Achievers

Priyal Isaac Chauhan
D/o I T Chauhan
PEL
Secured 82.15% in SSC

Yash N. Soni
S/o Nareshkumar Soni
AML
Secured 79.08% in SSC

Utpal J. Patel
S/o J K Patel - Gear div.
Secured 76% in SSC

Harsh D. Rathod
S/o D M Rathod - Gear
grinding room
Secured 76% in SSC

Neelu B. Rathod
D/o B D Rathod
Gear div
Secured 73.54% in SSC

Parita M. Patel
D/o Mahesh D Patel
Gear grinding room
Secured 72% in SSC

Sapna M. Prjapati
D/o Manilal S Prajapati
AML
Secured 82.60% in HSC

Ishan D. Patva
S/o Dipak J Patva
AE div
Secured 79.20% in HSC

Vatsal P. Vyas
S/o P K Vyas -MHE
Passed B Pharm with first
class from Rajiv Gandhi Univ
of Health Sciences, Karnataka

Sneha T. Dhobi
D/o T D Dhobi - Gear
Passed Diploma in Labour
Laws & Practice with first
class exam from SP Univ.

Sapana B. Nair
D/o K Balakrishnan
Emitci
Passed B. Sc (Maths) with
first class from SP Univ

Kalgi H. Shah
D/o H C Shah
VP Comm. & CFO, Elecon
Secured First Class in Final
MBBS part 1 from M S Univ.

Dhanya Vinayan
D/o C V Vinayan - PBL
Passed Master of Social
Work with first class distinction from SP Univ.

Chitan B. Prajapati
S/o Dharmistha B Prajapati
Eimco Elecon
Passed B. Pharm with first
class from SP Univ

Viral M. Desai
S/o Mukesh G Desai
MHE
Secured 70% in HSC

Kartik A. Kachhia
S/o Ashokkumar H
Kachhia - MHE
Passed C A Final Exam

Parth J.Upadhyay
S/o J K Upadhyay - PBL
Won 1st prize in “Powered
Epoch”- held at M S Univ.
Vadodara.

Krishna T. Saraiya
D/o T B Saraiya - Gear div
Her team secured 1st position
in International 12th All India
Women Folk Dance Competition held in Delhi.

Harshit D. Kumar
S/o Dharmendra Kumar Gear Div
Received “Gold Medal” for
standing 1st in Anand city
in “Hunt for Math Genius”

Dipen M. Mahpal
S/o Mahesh Chandra Mathpal
Gear div
His team secured 1st position
in U – 14 category at Anand
district basketball championship

Ruta B. Patel
D/o Bhadresh Patel Gear packing dept.
Secured 74.92% in SSC

Avani D. Patel
D/o Dilip Patel
MHE
Secured 77.86% in HSC

Mona I. Bhavsar
D/o Indravadan Bhavsar
Passed B. Ed. examination
with first class from SP Univ.

Ashish D. Patel
S/o Dhananjay J Patel - MHE
Passed B. Pharm with first class
from Rajiv Gandhi Univ of Health
Sciences, Karnataka

Ajay Narayankutty
S/o Narayankutty
PC - Product marketing
dept. MHE
Secured 74.77% in SSC

Riddhi D. Shah
D/o D H Shah
PBL
Secured 73.83% in HSC

Krupali M. Shah
D/o Mahesh Shah - MHE
Passed B. Tech (Dairy Technology) with first class from
Anand Agricultural Univ

Swapna Nair
D/o C Kumar - MHE
Passed MBA with first
class from Gujarat Univ.

The best way to give
advice to your child is
to find out what they
want and then advise
them to do it.
- Henry Truman.
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1. Shri Bhanubhai Patel, Shri Mahendrabhai Patel
& dignitaries during sliver jubilee function.
2. Kanisha & Kaushali performing classical dance
3. Winners
4. Sports
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5. Folk dance
6. Musical chair
7. Asha Parekh felicitating Kanisha
8. Folk dance
9. Kanisha Patel performing Arangetram

10. Musical programme
11. Shri Prayasvin Patel & Shri Bhanubhai Patel
playing table tennis
12. Cricket

13. Group song
14. Shri Prayasvin Patel, Smt. Tarunaben performing pooja
15. Bharatnatyam
16. Children performing fancy dress
17. Aishwarya singing folk song

18. CMD appreciating kids
19. Akanskha performing garba
20. Musical songs
21. Gharda Ghar
22. Cricket
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